
Article II. -Carbolic Acid, from a Septic Point of View. By J. 
Milner x othergilLj M.D., Leeds. 

HIS essay is perhaps essentially speculative ; and yet it will be 
found to group a series of known facts in a relationship hitherto unrecognised, and has a distinctly practical bearing. It assumes 
that, as a matter of fact, the success of Lister's antiseptic treatment is unquestionable in the hands of any one who has tried it with the intention and capacity to test it fairly. It has not yet fulfilled all 
expectations, but still many limbs are now conserved, with such intention from the first, where previous to the introduction of this 
treatment amputation would never have been questioned even. In 
operations necessitating the laying open of joints, in severe com- 
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pound smashes, in resection of joints, and to a very considerable 
extent in amputations, the effect of antiseptic treatment has been so 
marked as to leave no doubt that the results were something more 
than mere coincidences. Admitting that, in many instances, re- 
sults have not been much different from what they have been under 
the old treatment, what we have to do is to see what light these 
failures throw on the much more numerous cases where a success 
which could not have been dreamt of even before has been attained. 
The conditions to be complied with, in order to attain success, have 
never been underrated by Professor Lister himself; and the vigorous 
compliance with his instructions which he demands from experi- 
menters, is only such as he can fairly demand in justice to himself. 
But there is one condition on which he insists as of vital import- 
ance, and that is the existence of germs. This, he insists, is a sine 
qua non; and some such belief is no doubt requisite, in order to 
prevail on operators to observe the practically important conditions 
requisite for success. But with all due respect to Professor Lister, 
there is no doubt that this dogma, planted across the threshold of 
the inquiry, has turned away many who would have otherwise been 
induced to try the treatment for themselves. It enabled the mind 
which felt inclined to support the negative to take up an objection 
to start with, which has never been satisfactorily disposed of. The 

germs are undemonstrated, and the full-grown organisms to which 
they belong are undiscovered; and even yet, in the multitude of 
cases of free suppuration lasting for months, to which germs have 
had free access, the germ-bearing organism is unknown to micro- 

scopists. In the firm conviction, then, that the germ theory has 
had an unfortunate influence over the growth of antiseptic treat- 
ment, the writer proposes to consider the whole question without 
reference to germs, and to substitute for germs what appears to him 
a more correct etiology. And it may be here stated, that the 
elaborate experiments of Professor Lister just prove as much in 
favour of minute organic particles floating about in the air, slowly 
oxidizing to their ultimate constituents, as they do in favour of 
germs. It would be a waste of time to go over, even in the most 

cursory manner, these experiments; as to those who have attentively 
watched the controversy it would be unnecessary, and to those 
who have not, any review possible here would be utterly insufficient 
to give any fair conception of them. The view of oxidizing par- 
ticles is the one now held by many of the most attentive observers 
who are converted to the practice of antiseptic surgery, and yet 
cannot accept its primary dogma. But we must remember that 
there is something more in the question than the granting of some 
sepsis-producing external agents. Long before the days of anti- 
septics proper cases of compound smashes, chronic abscesses, etc., 
now and then did as well as ever any cases under antiseptics have 
done, but unfortunately they were very rare. And yet if the intro- 
duction of foreign agents is so very easy, and forms one of the 
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greatest causes of anxiety with the antiseptic dresser, and is so cer- 
tainly followed by disastrous consequences, how in the name of 
reason are these cases possibilities at all ? The cases were very rare, 
but antiseptics have enabled us to produce them almost, but not 
quite, at will. And why not always ? That is a question which 
lies far behind a great deal which we have yet to know ! All that 

antiseptics enable us to do is to place a number of cases, which 
would have certainly gone to the bad without them, into as favour- 
able a position as the rare case which does splendidly without an 
antiseptic whiff near it. This is all that can be claimed for anti- 

septics : and practically it is no slight matter. In considering how 
antiseptics achieve this very desirable result, we must admit that 
they must exercise an antiseptic influence either over the fluids of 
the body themselves, or over certain organic particles conveyed by 
the atmosphere?perhaps over both. The consideration of the first 
half will probably give us much enlightenment as to the action 
over the second half. The fluids of the body, and notably the 
blood, contain not merely organized material for histogenetic pur- 
poses, but, what is the important matter here, the products of his- 
tolysis gradually passing onward to water, carbonic acid, and urea. 
But manifold changes go on, and various substances are formed, as 
the starch and protagon principles pass through the different stages 
before they are thus again converted into simple bodies and excreted. 
What various forms are assumed by retrograde metamorphosis of 
muscular fibre, are only known to the physiological chemist. Cer- 
tain it is that, while the blood contains the future nutriment of the 
tissues, it also holds this waste; it is a vast system of sewage in 
this respect. This is well known to those who furnish us with our 

animal food, and a needful amount of hungering has been found in- 

dispensable to the " keeping 
" of meat after slaughter. When an 

animal has been over-driven, even the ordinary amount of hungering 
often fails, because an extra amount of waste has been created. 
Hares that have been coursed are soon high; and bullbaiting arose 
from an economical view of rendering bulls eatable. Venison from 
deer that have been hunted is also an unsafe article of diet, unless 
quickly consumed. This may apparently have very little to do 
with antiseptic surgery, and yet it bears directly on the question of 
the difference between primary and secondary amputations. The 
overfed London drayman is notoriously a bad subject for operations, 
and even trivial wounds are followed in him by very serious con- 
sequences ; and this can only be attributed to the condition of 

blood, to its being laden with effete material which is in excess, as 
the respired oxygen is consumed by the alcohol and other combus- 
tible material in which his blood abounds. On the other hand, 
those cases of smashes which have done so well under ordinary 
simple dressing, have been either spare and by no means overfed 
countrymen, or soldiers on the rations of a campaign. In these 
cases there has been a minimum of waste and a maximum of oxida- 
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tion. So in the perfectly trained prize-fighter of past days, his 
bruises were well again directly. What, then, we attain by anti- 
septics is the placing of our ordinary less favourable cases in the 
same rank as these exceptionally favourable cases just given. A 

great deal of the benefit of antiseptic treatment lies under this 

heading, but not all of it; and more especially those cases treated 
in the more or less polluted atmosphere of palatial hospitals. Ex- 
ternal agents do unquestionably, in hospitals, interfere to prevent 
cases put under favourable circumstances for recovery from direct 
and primary union. Whether this is a germ or an oxidizing par- 
ticle, a minute molecule of matter from some other organism on its 
road to resolution to its ultimate constituents, is practically of little 
moment if it did not bear on the first consideration. That there is 
no evidence in favour of germs, which is not equally potent in favour 
of the oxidizing molecules, I may re-assert, while the whole history 
of organic investigation is in favour of the latter. This little active 

ferment, then, comes in contact with the fluids exposed by wounds, 
and excites in them the same atomic activity which is going on in 
itself. This is borne out not only by the analogy of fermentation, 
but by the facts of common life. The farmer mixes his straw witli 
less stable organic compounds undergoing retrograde metamor- 
phosis, and amid the atomic activity the straw itself is " rotted." 
"In the process of decay, it has been likewise observed, a substance 
undergoing this state of elementary transposition exercises a remark- 
able influence upon the particles of an adjacent substance, which, 
per se, would not be capable of passing into the same state of 

change, decay, or transposition. Many substances, when in con- 
tact with another in the state of decay, manifest, at common tem- 
peratures, an affinity for oxygen; that is, they enter into combination 
with this element at this low temperature, whilst under other cir- 
cumstances such a combination can only be effected by a far higher 
degree of heat. The state of active absorption of oxygen, the com- 
bustion of the decaying substance, is transmitted to the particles of 
other substances in contact with it: they assume its characteristic 
state of activity: they behave as if they formed part of the decay- 
ing body, and their combination with oxygen is effected in a man- 
ner not further explicable just as it is by heat."?Liebig. Thus 
we see that not only is atomic activity communicable to substances 
naturally inclined to unite with oxygen at common temperature, 
but even to those not so inclined. We can readily see, then, how 
exposure to the atmosphere causes the fluids of the body to at once 
assume a chemical activity?a putrefactive change, indeed. A com- 
pound fracture in an hospital with a tainted atmosphere?a chronic 
abscess opened and so exposed, almost invariably put on active 

suppuration,?a condition, as we shall see, closely allied with 
the presence of a chemical oxidizing tissue-irritant. A surface 
of unprotected tissues, necessarily injured in their molecular in- 

tegrity by the force which has separated them from the parts 
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removed from contact, is exposed to tlie contact of these minute 
molecules in active chemical change. A rise of temperature fol- 

lows, falling again on the induction of free suppuration: this is the 
history of exposure to the atmosphere without a chemical protection, 
and that suppuration removes all hope of primary union. Tissue 

and fluids are at once exposed immediately, and no longer mediately, 
to the atmosphere: chemical change is at once facilitated in sub- 
stances undergoing decay already, if minute chemical irritants are 
introduced to substances not in an active atomic movement. To 

attempt to classify each case after exposure would be simply absurd 
in a tentative essay like this. Even how far the ordinary atomic 
change is accelerated by contact with particles themselves in great 
atomic activity, can as yet only be a subject of speculation. 

Certain it is, that these chemically active bodies act as tissue-irri- 
tants, and free suppuration is a conservative action, washing the 
tissues and removing the external irritant. Thus the more powerful 
the irritant, the more suppuration is set up to remove it. That the 

chemical irritant sets up chemical changes in the outer layer of pus 
is fully evidenced to the nose in a badly-dressed wound. But a 
fresh layer of pus-cells is being quickly formed beneath, and thus 
the tissues are saved from contact with the chemical irritant. Sup- 
puration is not an unalloyed evil, as some modern writing would do 
more than hint. Pus-cells are merely nature's dressing, clumsy and 
terribly expensive. Pus in itself is harmless, is but an imperfect 
epidermal cell, and is not endowed with vitality, and as such is a 

ready prey to chemical agents. The formed material which consti- 

tutes the wall of the pus-cell is a famous ground for some oxidizing 
particle to transfer its own atomic activity. Pus, then, is not only 
very expensive dressing, but it is very imperfect, and very liable 
to putrefy at an early stage. So surgeons have come to think that 
the less pus the better?which simply means, that the less pus the 
more perfect their dressings have been, and thus less necessity for 
nature to use her dressing. Thus the amount of suppuration has 
been generally accepted as a valid test of the efficiency of surgical 
dressing. The presence of pus, too, is incompatible with primary 
union; and the appearance of pus at once announces that all hope 
of that must be given up. 
Thus we see that tissues are self-protecting against these chemical 

irritants, whether of extrinsic or intrinsic origin, but at such a cost 
as is too frequently simply ruinous. The drain is exhausting; and 
free suppuration is a serious matter in itself. Pus is not only useful 
as against minute tissue-irritants, but if any doubt as to its use for 
such purpose existed, it would be removed by the suppuration round 
a foreign body or sequestrum. What surgeon of even limited ex- 

perience has not had more than one opportunity of seeing a freely 
discharging sinus close and heal over in a few hours after the re- 
moval of the last speck of dead bone? Sheathing the tissues from 
the touch of this material irritant, with the removal of the cause 
goes the pus-producing activity of the tissues. 
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These oxidizing molecules of organic matter are not visible to the 
microscopist, it is true. But, nevertheless, their presence can be 
proved. Smell consists of the contact of the odorous particle with 
the Schneiderian membrane, and the oxidation of it gives the im- 
pression on the nerve; mere contact of a particle in chemical quies- 
cence will not give it. But not all substances so oxidizing give the 
impression of smell; nor are odorous particles necessarily of a sep- 
tic nature. But we all know how intimately a bad smell and putre- 
faction of animal products are associated. The use of antiseptics 
soon stops the smell. Do they also stop the atomic activity on which 
it depends, and with which it is allied ? Again I must invoke the 
aid of the great master of chemistry. 

" There are indeed many, 
many bodies which oppose putrefaction and fermentation, and which 
impede or arrest the course of these processes; and this remarkable 
action frequently depends on their forming a chemical compound 
with the ferment. By the addition of a body having affinity to the 
ferment, the tendency of its particles to retain their original arrange- 
ment is obviously strengthened; for, in addition to the force which 
holds them in groups, we have, in the new body which combines 
with the ferment, a new attraction, which must be overcome before 
the atoms of groups of the ferment can change their position. To 
the list of bodies which check putrefaction and fermentation, or anti- 
septics, belong all substances which exert a chemical action on fer- 
ments ; such as alkalies, mineral acids, concentrated vegetable acids, 
volatile oils, alcohol, sea salt."?Liebig. Thus, when we use an 
antiseptic to arrest a disagreeable smell, we see that it does so by 
arresting the chemical activity on which the smell depended. Thus 
the majority of antiseptics belong to this class. But Condy's fluid 
achieves the same end in an entirely different manner. Containing 
as it does ozonic oxygen in huge quantities, its contact with a putre- 
fying body at once completes the oxidation. It is thus one of the 
best antiseptics, and for purifying the air of a room the antiseptic 
par excellence. But this is not the action desirable for the treat- 
ment of wounds where the atomic activity is objectionable; the 
chemical activity is soon over, or the Condy's fluid lias gone. Now, 
in the treatment of wounds, what is wanted is a powerful antiseptic 
which can be retained in the neighbourhood of the wound without 
losing its virtue, and shall be itself as little an irritant to the tissues 
as is possible. These various properties have so far been found 
best combined in carbolic acid. Other antiseptics, and especially 
mineral acids and haloid salts, have been tried, but have been given 
up; and when antiseptic surgery is mentioned, carbolic acid, in its 
many preparations and vehicles, is almost certainly inferred. The 
virtues of tar in preventing decomposition, and its application to 
festering wounds in cattle, is an old part of farriery. The extraction 
of a principle from it, and its application to human sufferers, is a 
comparatively new use. But this antiseptic is a chemical irritant 
of itself, and of no slight potency either. Thus it has failed most 
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markedly in cases apparently tlie most favourable ; in others, under 
the most unfavourable circumstances possible, a capital result has . 

been attained. Speaking generally, it may be made a matter of 
question whether secondary amputations have been so much bene- 
fited by it as primary ones certainly have. And this, too, depends 
rather on the condition of the patient than any possible variation in 
the surrounding atmosphere. The waste-laden blood in a primary 
amputation needs an antiseptic more than the comparatively purer 
blood of the invalid being prepared for operation. The chemical 

agent, too, is less an irritant when there is putrefying or oxidizing 
material to unite with it. Thus the more effete material or oxidizing 
matter in contact with the antiseptic, the more completely is the 
antiseptic neutralized; the less the oxidizing matter, the more free 
antiseptic is left to act as a chemical tissue-irritant itself. This is 
a view of the question which cannot be overlooked in looking at 
the failures. Thus, my esteemed friend, Mr Samuel Hey, thought 
he would give carbolic acid a fair trial, and honestly put it under 
apparently the most favourable circumstances; so he chose a second- 
ary Syme's operation, and did all with the greatest care. The 
case did very badly; it obstinately declined to make any reparative 
effort; it remained wet and sloppy; the flap slipped off the bone,, 
and the antiseptic treatment was given up, and the limb strapped 
up non-antiseptically, and did then very nicely. Now, it strikes me 
that it is more than possible that Mr Hey's extreme desire to try a 
nice case with it in order to give it as fair a trial as possible, just 
defeated the very end that he had in view. A case of that kind 
was just the very one to do well without antiseptics, and was there- 
fore the very last case for it. The absence of oxidizing agents left 
the antiseptic free to act as a tissue-irritant itself. The extraordi- 

nary cases of smashes which have recovered without a bad symptom, 
after being treated antiseptically, can be fairly set against cases like 
the above narrated one, in more senses than one. The positive evi- 
dence of the efficiency in these cases tells us most unmistakably 
that there is something in the failure of the other cases which has 
not yet come out. What we do most seriously want to know is, how 
to discriminate betwixt the cases where antiseptics will avail us, 
and the cases which will do well without, and, ergo, not so well 

with, antiseptics. 
It is admitted even by Mr Jessop, who has tried antiseptic sur- 

gery as honestly as any one, that rectangular-flap amputations are 
not much benefited by antiseptics: in fact, the disturbing the limb 
to dress it counterbalances the advantages quite, if not something 
more. In these cases, the opening is made so as to be dependent, 
consequently the effused fluids have a tendency to fall away by their 
own gravity from the tissues, and thus old putrefying fluid was 
avoided, and with it the sepsis-communicating tendency which, 
affecting the fluids nearest the tissues, set up suppuration. This 

principle of dependent openings was recognised by Teale empiri- 
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eally before antiseptic surgery had demonstrated one great cause at 
least why this modification should have been so successful in prac- 
tice. 
We find, then, that the advantages which practically arise from 

the use of antiseptics may be divisible into two headings:? 
1. Cases where the presence of an antiseptic uniting with the 

effete products of the blood exposed to oxygen prevents suppuration. 
2. Cases where the advantage may fairly be attributed to the 

destruction of septic material air-borne to the wound. 
Practically these two must be so mixed up as to be in many cases 

inseparable. 
We will consider first the cases which may be referred to head- 

ing 1. Thus we find severe destruction of tissue, which can only 
be removed by a process of sloughing of the partly-killed tissue, with 
a large effusion of fluids brought into immediate contact with the 
air, and which ordinarily would suppurate, and that, too, most freely. 
Now, here there can be no need to suppose, or rather presuppose, the 
existence of germs, for in the purest atmosphere, without antiseptics, 
nearly every case would suppurate freely at the least. And yet 
nothing is more common in the history of antiseptics than for this 
kind of case to do very well, and often to heal by first intention. 
But the careful exclusion of air at all leaves the question completely 
undecided, whether this is due to the exclusion of what the air bore 
with it, or to the exclusion of air as air containing oxygen. Now 
the experiments of Lister proved abundantly that a solution of 

organic matter, boiled and exposed to pure air alone, would not 
putrefy; but what they do not prove is, that a solution containing 
normally substances uniting with oxygen would not putrefy in 

pure air from the ready contact thus afforded for oxidation, and 
that that condition of chemical activity could not be communicated 
in the manner that Liebig has described. This is a question which 
it would be difficult to see even how to settle by experiment, or 
even what experiment would settle it. What is the effect of main- 

taining stumps in an atmosphere of pure air? Maisonneuve has 
told us the effect of keeping them in a vacuum. It was an improve- 
ment on the French method of treating wounds, but was very diffi- 
cult of application, so as to maintain a vacuum efficiently. But the 
converse experiment would be more crucial. It is evident that if 
Maisonneuve excluded air, he must necessarily have excluded what 
the air boi*e with it. The question of how far the advantages of 
antiseptic surgery are really referable to the prevention of increased 
oxidation in the exposed fluids and tissues, due to their immediate 
exposure to the oxygen of the atmosphere, and how far to the ex- 
trusion of foreign agents exciting putrefactive changes, is to me at 
least unsettled?very unsettled. Cases there have been of bruises 
without solution of continuity of integument where all has passed 
into one abscess of putrefying pus. When could any germs or other 

septic agent have found their way in here ? The lowered vitality 
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of the bruised parts was unequal to holding the atomic combinations 

together in the presence of the oxygen of the effused blood. These 

cases throw some light on the other questions. For, as to life, con- 
sidered chemically, it is that innate power in organisms to resist 
oxidation?except as regards waste. Plants that know not waste, 
and are entirely constructive, know no oxidizing process, in life at 
least. But animal life owes its energies to the destruction of its ela- 
borate tissue. Every movement entails molecular destruction. The 
chemical action thus liberated is converted into the acting force re- 
quired. Animal organisms have thus only oxidation before their 
tissues; it is a mere question of time and amount. Lacerated 
wounds and smashes suppurate as freely in the purest air of heaven 
as in the most ill-ventilated hospitals, unless protected by human 
art. Still, wounds, as a rule, do much worse in palatial hospitals 
than in pure country air, as the late Sir James Simpson showed. 
Granting all that can be said in favour of the cases under heading 1, 
we must admit the action of external agents in the second division. 

2. Cases where the advantages may fairly be attributed to the 
destruction of septic material air-borne to the wound. 

This heading comprises the ordinary amputations of an hospital, 
and especially the secondary amputations. Thus, in cases of ex- 
cision of mammary gland, excision of joints, etc., primary adhesion and 
union have frequently been secured in tlie most unfavourable hospitals. 
We know, too, that this is due to the exclusion of extrinsic agents 
at the time of operation, as well as to the securing of the fluids from 
too free oxidation. Cases have occurred too frequently where a pal- 
pable defeat in the antiseptic protector has altered the result entirely. 

Suppuration once excited in some systems is very uncontrollable, 
and no application of antiseptics afterwards will materially modify 
the cell-proliferation induced. This is due, unquestionably, to a 
weakness and irritability of the tissues of the organism. Incapable, 
after injury, of direct repair by primary adhesion, repair by the more 
slowly-moving process of rapid manufacture of incomplete cells 
seems the only process of which they are capable, whether anti- 
septics, as arresting the formation of tissue-irritants, are used or not. 
But on this subject it is well to be guarded; little is known, and 
any strong assertion would be hazardous. 

But in the wards of an hospital, with minute particles of matter 
floating in the air, the advantage of antiseptic dressing is soon seen ; 
slight unprotected contact may excite a process of atomic activity, 
which after care may be unequal to arrest. An obstinate process 
of putrefaction and suppuration may be induced by a short exposure. 
The condition of the air in hospitals was made a strong point by Sir 
James Simpson in his argument against palatial hospitals. The 

great tendency for wounds then to go wrong, and for the patient to 
die of after-consequences, he showed, more than counterbalanced 
the obvious advantages of skilled operators and scientific appliances. 
His arguments on the spread of surgical fever and pyaemia from one 
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ward to another go far to settle the question that the materies morbi 
to be excluded by antiseptics are germs of foreign organisms and 
septic particles floated from one human organism to another. We 
want more proof of the capacity of lowly forms of life in an em- 
bryonic condition to excite active chemical changes. Antiseptics 
destroy them ; true, because their vitality is too low to protect 
them from powerful chemical agents ; the antiseptic forms combina- 
tions chemically with their constituents, which they are unable to 
arrest, as more highly vitalized organisms can and do. 
On this point, too, we want evidence as to whether the septic 

material may not find its way to the wound by other means than 
contact. Mr Horsfall tells me of three cases which occurred when 
he was house-surgeon to St Bartholomew's, which tend somewhat to 
throw doubt on the fact that mere contact is the one and only thing 
to guard against. The three cases were reported by Holmes Coote, 
and were these :?Three amputations were performed simultaneously, 
and put in a row next to a case of extravasation of urine. The nearest 
went pygemic, and had hospital gangrene at once, and died. The 
middle one's stump looked suspicious. The furthest one was ap- 
parently unaffected. They were removed into another ward. The 
middle one got much worse, but recovered ; the one furthest away 
showed hospital gangrene, but it never amounted to much. Now, 
though contact through the dressings was theoretically possible, still 
there is room for grave suspicion that the view of the absorption of 
septic material by the lungs, and its manifesting itself at the wound, 
was not ill-founded. It is quite consonant with our experience, 
that a poison taken in by the respired air should manifest itself in 
the weakest spot of the organism, and notably at any new injury, 
whether of surgeon's act or not. The weakest points always go 
soonest, and the new tissue of a cicatrix melts away in hospital 
gangrene quite differently to the more vitalized old tissues beyond. 
The effect of a chemical agent on the new tissue is apparent at once, 
and demonstrates how readily imperfect tissue yields to chemical 
agency. The pus of wounds when healthy, the laudable pus of our 
forefathers, is readily changed by any chemical agent which pro- 
duces decomposition of its molecules, and the evolution of chemical 
tissue-irritants provoking suppuration in their turn. 

But still the question of whether the advantages of antiseptic 
surgery lie in the prevention of rapid oxidation?i.e., putrefaction of 
the fluids, etc., exposed to air?or in the destruction of foreign agents 
exciting atomic activity in the previously quiescent fluids, must be 
regarded as decidedly sub judice. 

Behind the question of the introduction of septic particles lies 
another very important question, which the future of science may 
perhaps some day be able to answer, viz., Are there different con- 
ditions of activity in the history of these septic particles ? And again, 
Have different septic particles a different amount of atomic activity, 
and the power of communicating it ? There seems every pro- 
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bability in favour of an affirmative answer to this question at no 
far distant period. The ordinary dust of rooms does not seem to 
"be very potent for mischief; but we know that, in a pyasmic ward, 
or one infected with hospital gangrene, there are particles of fearful 
activity, if judged by their results. So, too, in hospitals, merely as 
such, without the presence of either of these scourges, the air is 

tainted, as the nose can judge; and wounds, speaking generally, 
have at least a tendency to suppurate. As the history of hospital 
gangrene well illustrates, nothing will so soon excite a particular 
molecular change as a particle in atomic activity from another 
organism undergoing that change itself. The poison of smallpox, 
of scarlatina, or of other infectious diseases, possesses not only the 
power of communicating its own atomic activity, as atomic activity, 
and producing increased tissue-change and heightened temperature, 
but of absolutely determining it in the direction of the reproduction 
ot particles identical with itself, and capable of exciting a similar 
series of changes in its turn. Thus, smallpox does not become 
scarlatina, nor scarlatina become smallpox. "Whether ordinary 
septic particles from suppurating wounds have ebbs and flows of 
activity in the various forms which must be assumed by an organic 
particle on its road to decomposition according to the amount of 
oxidation; or a regular process goes from circumference to centre,? 
is a question on which we can as yet merely speculate. It is very 

obvious, however, that an atmosphere laden with particles wafted 
from other organisms must of necessity require antiseptic surgery 
rather than the air of country districts. But if such antiseptic 
surgery will give us all the advantages of palatial hospitals situated 
in large centres both of population and surgical talent, and relieve 
us from the drawbacks hitherto inseparable from this aggregation? 
and where it has been thoroughly tried it has succeeded wonderfully, 
considering how recent is our knowledge on the subject (and what 
promise lies in the future with a better knowledge!)?it is a discovery 
the value of which it is difficult to estimate. 
A number of opponents, even to making trial of the system, point 

out cases of unquestionable failure ; but they beg the question in 
stating that the failure lies necessarily in the principle. If these 
iailures were investigated thoroughly, the great majority at least 
would be found to originate in just the same manner as failures 
occur now and then in the hands of the most expert converts, 
namely, to oversight or want of care in the dressing. And even if 

some of them are apparently inexplicable on any other ground than 
inefficiency in the agent used, the objectors must remember that 
there lies before them a history of unquestionable success, which 
they, in their turn, can be asked to explain satisfactorily. We are 

not already, and at this early stage of the inquiry, entitled to assume 
that we have reached the ultimate knowledge possible in antiseptic 
surgery, we know we have much yet to learn ; and if we are to judge 
what we do not know by what we do know?and there is no other 
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rule?it seems probable that, with an increasing knowledge, we may 
be able to ensure increasing success; as a decided success has already 
followed our imperfect knowledge. 
What cases are best suited to antiseptic treatment? What cases 

may be trusted to do without it ? What cases will do best with 

very little antiseptic, highly diluted, solutions? What cases 
will need strong solutions??are all questions with which both the 
advocates and the objectors must grapple before anything really 
scientific, and thus intrinsically conveying success, can be attained. 
So far, the most startling cases, as compared to ante-antiseptic sur- 
gery, are the lacerated wounds and compound fractures where large 
portions of tissues and quantities of fluids are suddenly exposed to 
the atmosphere. The cases least benefited are the secondary opera- 
tions, where the air of the ward merely was to be guarded against by 
dressings. 

Whether there is a condition of tissue-irritability, which is in- 

capable of repair by any other mode than suppuration and granula- 
tions, whatever treatment be adopted or not, cannot be answered. 
The preparation of a patient for operation, the modification of 

" 
training," which was thought of so much more importance by our 

forefathers than by their surgical successors of this day, bears, too, 
directly on the question of antiseptics. When this is carried out, 
and thus the system put into the most favourable condition which 
it, as a system, is capable of assuming, the necessity is much lessened 
and reduced for resort to antiseptic treatment in its entirety at least. 
The sudden accident coming on the system unprepared, and in a 
sense unpurified, will always contrast the antiseptic treatment most 
favourably with other methods; and large segregational hospitals 
furnish the best comparative results with it. 

Finally, there is as much evidence in favour of the value of anti- 
septic surgery in arresting the putrefaction of the fluids and tissues 
of the body suddenly exposed to the air, with their vitality lowered 
by the injury which exposed them, as in favour of its value depending 
on its action over extrinsic causes of putrefaction from without. That, 
in the large majority of cases, these actions are combined and in- 

separable, may be accepted as proved. 
But, in taking leave of this interesting subject, I must ask the 

forgiveness both of the Editor and the readers (if any ever get so far) 
for being so much more diffuse than originally intended. The sub- 

ject is one in which every thinker must be deeply interested ; and 
the experiments conducted by Mr Jessop in Leeds were watched 
with an almost hostile criticism, so as to be fairly tested. These 

experiments Mr Jessop kindly allowed the writer full opportunity 
of examining; and, in addition, a second personal visit to Edin- 
burgh, when Professor Lister's absence was well supposited by Dr 
Joseph Bell, have perhaps led the writer to regard the subject with 
a partial interest; and yet the absence of personal interest in the 
results better qualifies him as a dispassionate observer. 
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The conclusions arrived at were these :? 
1. The success in the majority of cases is most unquestionable; 

when, fairly and thoroughly tested. 
2. The failures are in some cases referable to known causes; in 

some cases not so referable. 
3. Will further investigation elucidate these unaccountable causes? 
4. What cases are best suited to antiseptic treatment ? 
5. What cases are not so specially adapted ? 
6. Is the efficacy due to intrinsic action, or arrest of putrefaction 

in the body itself? 
7. Or is it due solely or mainly to extrusion of extrinsic causes ? 
8. Are there cases of tissue-irritability which would suppurate 

under any circumstances ? 
9. In what cases is the antiseptic rather an irritant itself? 
10. When are weak and when are strong solutions best suited ? 
11. Are the extrinsic causes germs (embryonic forms) or septic 

particles ? 
12. Is this power to excite and communicate their atomic activity 

variable during their history, or in their nature and essence? And 
if more is known of this atomic activity, is it likely that means will 
be found by which antiseptics will more thoroughly arrest it ? 


